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REFINING YOUR RESULTS 
WITH 
ALMA ANALYTICS

Julene Jones and Mary Ellen Willemsen

ELUNA 2021



AGENDA

Creating Reusable Filters

Using Multiple Filters per Column

Creating and using bins

Using CASE function

Using CAST function

A tip for inserting set data from Alma



CREATING A REUSABLE FILTER



IN ANALYTICS, GO TO 
“CREATE” AND CHOOSE 
FILTER

NEXT, SELECT YOUR 
SUBJECT AREA



From the subject area, choose the field you 
wish to filter.  (In this case, Creation Date)

Select “Convert this filter to SQL.

Filter for all items created in the last 3 
months:

Add  “>= TIMESTAMPADD(SQL_TSI_MONTH, -
3, CURRENT_DATE)” after “"Item Creation 
Date"."Item Creation Date" “

Click OK

Click Save As



The filter will be saved in the Catalog in 
your Subject Area Content folder.  You may 
choose either your “My Folder” or your 
local institution folder.  

To use the filter, create your analysis.  
Include the field that you wish to filter.  (You 
don’t have to include it if you don’t wish to 
see that data included in your results.)

Go to the Catalog section in the lower left 
of your window and follow the path to your 
filter.  Double click it.



Under “Filter Options, 
choose the second option.  
If you choose the first filter 
option, you will lose all of 
your existing filters. (Even 
those you have just 
created.)



If you choose to “Apply contents of filter instead of a reference to 
the filter”, you will get the filter added to your existing filters.



FILTERING THE SAME FIELD MULTIPLE TIMES



LET’S START WITH THIS ANALYSIS



You can see the Fiscal year is repeated multiple times for several different fiscal periods.

So how do we do this?



Click on the drop down menu in the first Transaction Amount cell and choose “Edit 
Formula”.



At the bottom of the Column Formula 
window click on “Filter”.

In the Subject Area window expand 
“Fiscal Period” and double click on 
“Fiscal Period Description”



Choose the fiscal period you 
want in that cell and click OK.

Your filter has now been added!

Click OK again.  

But before you close the Edit 
Column Formula window…



Make a couple of changes to this column:  
1) change the Column Heading to the corresponding FY
2) Change the Folder Heading so that it makes sense.  I used Fiscal 

period in this example but I could have used “Expenditures per FY”



Repeat the formula editing for each Transaction Amount column, changing the fiscal year 
each time until your analysis looks like this:

You may add totals 
by right clicking in 
the fields and 
adding totals 
“after”.



Changing text in a cell.  I wanted to change the bib level letter indicators to 
the words they represent.

So here is the formula I started with:  
REPLACE (REPLACE(REPLACE( "Bibliographic Details"."Bibliographic 
Level",'i','Serial'),'m','Monograph'),'s','Serial’)

The order you put your REPLACE commands in is really important.



In this particular case, the word “serial” contains an “i”.  Here is what happens if you put “s” 
before “I”. REPLACE (REPLACE(REPLACE( "Bibliographic Details"."Bibliographic Level",'s','Serial'),'m','Monograph'),'i','Serial')

Analytics will replace the “s” in “serial” with the word “serial” – so it 
replaces “s” with “serial” then replaces that “i” with the word “serial” 
again and you get “SerSerialal”.  Remember Analytics formulas start with 
the innermost command.  So when you have the “s” changing to 
“serial” first that adds an “i” that the later command will also change.

REPLACE (REPLACE(REPLACE( "Bibliographic Details"."Bibliographic Level",'i','Serial'),'m','Monograph'),'s','Serial’)

So be sure that your first (or centermost) command will not create problems for 
you. So in this case my center most command had to look like this.

But, there is a better way – Bins!



Here are the bins

And here’s the resulting analysis



CREATING BINS



How long have items been in a temporary location?

We assign a temporary location to materials that need to be reviewed before 
preservation action can be taken on them.  Their last “modification date” is the 
date we assign the temp location:



Add count of days since modification date & today

TIMESTAMPDIFF(SQL_TSI_DAY, "Physical Item Details"."Modification Date", 
CURRENT_DATE)



Which returns this:



Nice, but not exactly what I wanted…

Edit query to be:



Then add bins to the “No. of days…” column





USING CASE FILTER



We wanted to create a widget for use by our Fulfillment employees to 
quickly check the circulation of a barcode but needed barcodes ending 
letters to display as upper case*

*We wanted to avoid changing barcode scanner settings…

304253289878g
304253859396e
304253289881a 

UPPER(“Physical Item Details”.”Barcode”)

Alma processes a search in Alma irrespective of the case of a barcode; 
Analytics searches are case-sensitive

Our barcode scanners are programmed to scan in lower-case only

Edit formula
Highlight “Physical item Details”.”Barcode”
Click f(…)
Click on String
Select Upper



USING CAST



We wanted to analyze a collection by publication date but needed 
normalized data (as in, data we could sort)

This formula removes initial alphabetical characters (the Evaluate 
statement)

Then, it changes the remaining characters into integers:

CAST "Bibliographic Details"."Publication Date" as SMALLINT

1953

c1981

CAST(Evaluate('regexp_substr(%1,''([1]\d{3}|20[0123]\d)'', 1,1)',"Bibliographic 
Details"."Publication Date") as SMALLINT)



ONE FINAL TIP:
“IMPORTING” DATA FROM ALMA SETS INTO 

ANALYTICS



We know that we can’t access set data from 
Alma in Analytics (boo!)



Paste data* into Word
as unformatted text

Ctrl+H (Replace)

Find:               ^p

Replace with  ;

We know that we can’t access set data from 
Alma in Analytics (boo!)

However, if you export a set from Alma,

*MMS IDs, barcodes



PASTE IN AS MMS ID IN ANALYTICS



Questions?



THANK YOU!
julene.jones@uky.edu

willemsen@gonzaga.edu
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